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Valentine's Day: Fact Or Fiction?
By JUDY LAKE
Issue Editor
England's Oliver Cromwell
ihought Valentines "immoral."
St. Valentine's Day may be an
outgrowth of a festival celebrated
by the Romans In the third century.
Cynics often claim that St.Valentlne's Day is a commercial gimmick created by profit-minded
greeting card and candy makers.
Although there are no historical
records confirming the origin of
Valentine's Day, many speculations have been made.
According to one legend, a Roman priest and bishop suffered
martyrdom under the reign of emperor Claudius, and the feast
of St. Valentine was held in commemoration of the two men of the
same name.
It has also been reported that

during the reign of Emperor Claudius, the priest Valentine
secretly aided wives and sweethearts when the monarch declared
that no marriage would be performed and all engagements were
canceled.
Claudius banned marriages when
he met opposition in the recruitment of soldiers for his wars.
Thinking this act unjust, Valentine
secretly joined couples, and was
then imprlsloned for his heartfelt
deed.
An equally romantic version relates that Valentine fell In love
with a jailer's daughter and wrote
her letters signed "From Your
Valentine."
Lupercalla, a festival celebrated
by Romans during the third century, might also be the origin of
Valentine's Day.

Lupercus, the god for whom
the celebration was held, was supposed to have protected the shepherds and their flocks from packs
of wolves. In honor of Lupercus,
goats and young dogs were sacrificed on Feb. 14 or 15.
Dressed In the skins of the
slaughtered animals and armed
with thongs (a leather whip of
sorts), the Romans raced through
the streets hitting all whom they
met. Such attacks were welcomed
by women because they believed
that the strikes would preserve
them from sterility.
Perhaps from this tale comes
t he modern gesture of a " love tap."'
Others believe that St. Valentine's Day owes its origin to the
medieval belief, held generally In
England and France, that birds
begin to mate at the start of the
second fortnight of the second
month of the year.
As Chaucer wrote in "Parlement of Foules,"
"For this was on seynt
Valentynes day whan every foul
Cometh ther tochese his make."
No matter what one believes to be
the origin of this nostalgic day,
the practice of sending valentines

and receiving gifts has continued for centuries.
The car 11si origin of the valentine card is a Frenchman, the
Duke of Orleans. It has been recorded that he sent valentines,
called "poetic or amorous addresses" to his wife while he was imprlsloned.
Flowers, lacy valentines, and
heart-shaped candles are traditional Valentine's Day gifts. Yet,
the modern twenty-five cent contemporary cards seem a bit insignificant in comparison to gifts
such as the Duke of Richmond once
sent -- a jewel worth 800 pounds.
Valentine cards picturing a
knight, his lady and a Cupid piercing the knight's heart were popular around the fifteenth century,
but commercial valentines did not
come Into existence until the early
1800's. Bleeding hearts, lace and
turtle doves were the delight of
those nineteenth century romantics.
The Victorian Period, according
to historical records, was the
golden age of valentines in the British Isles. Yet the craze died out
until United States soldiers revived the idea during World War II.

The creation of "vinegar" or
"comic" valentines Is credited to
a printer In New York who concocted valentines that ridiculed
certain types of people such as
old maids and teachers. This
art, however, has progressed to the
point that everyone is now up for
criticism.
For those who would like to
maintain the romantic tradition
of St. Valentine's Day, a city in
Colorado will aid such sentimentalists. I oveland, as It is
called, has a frenzied post office
at this time of the year.
It all began In 1947 when valentines were sent to Loveland to
be stamped with the appropriate
crimson seal and a "Loveland"
postmark. One must admit that
"Loveland" does sound a bit more
romantic than Bowling Green.
"All About American Holidays"
by Maymle R. Krythe is the book
to consult about the origin and
development of holidays such as
today's.
Despite inevitable commercialization ami sophistication, St. Valentine's Day continues -wlthalllts
red-hearted enthusiasm and sentimental "schmaltz."
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'S.S. Hope' Charity Show
Shoves Off Friday Night
ALTHOUGH THERE is no historical evidence to verify the
origin of St. Valentine's Day, displays such as the one above
are seen in shop windows all over the world. Photo by Jeff

DeWolf.

U.S. Again Hits
North Viet Nam
WASHINGTON (AP) -- The U.S.
has resumed bombing North Viet
Nam.
A brief Pentagon statement did
not say exactly when the air attacks
were started again.
The Defense Department did say
suspension of air operations had
been continued beyond the end
of the Lunar New Year truce,
in order to avoid - as It was
put -- any possibility that earlier
resumption would be misconstrued
in relations to Mr. Kosygln's visit
to London. A short time earlier,
the Soviet Premier returned to
Moscow.
Administration officials In
Washington declared yesterday
there will be no let-up in their
peace efforts merely because the
bombing of North Viet Nam has
been resumed.
President Johnson said yesterday that. In fairness to U.S. and
allied troops, he had no alternative but to resume bombing attacks on North Viet Nam.
In a statement Issued at the
White House, the President said
the only response from Hanoi to
peace efforts during the truce
periods was to make major re-

Seven hours of non-stop entertainment Friday night in the Grand
Ballroom marks the arrival of
"Project Hope" on campus.
More than 20 groups and individuals will be performing from
6 p.m. to 1 a.m. In a marathon
charity drive sponsored by Phi
Mu social sorority.
A figure of $3,000 was tentatively arrived at for the charity,
said co - chairman Tom Pendergast.
The S.S. Hope Is a full equipped hospital training ship staffed

by American doctors, nurses and
teachers and relies on public donations for its continuance. As the
Bowling Green program gets under
way Friday night, the S.S. Hope
lies anchored inCartegena harbor
in Columbia.
The work of the ship in helping the inhabitants of less fortunate countries than the United
States has been highly praised by
the nation's leaders over the past
few years but the ship needs more
funds to be able to continue its
work.

The night's entertainment will
he free to the public but collections will be made throughout the
evening and the progress of the
drive announced regularly. Already, according to Phi Mu president Linda M-Tcilnikar, some donations have been promised.
Among the performers on Friday night's program will be the
B.C. Jazz Lab Band, Bill Hlnes
and Brenda Lee(Higgins and Eliza
in "My Fair Lady"), Candy Johnson, folk singing groups and modern and oriental dancers.

supply efforts for their troops
in South Viet Nam.
President Johnson, said, however, that the door to peace remains open. He declared, "We
are prepared at any time to go
more than halfway to meet any
equitable overture from the other
side."

Students To Get
ID Card Cases
The R eglstrar's Office is
sending to each resident hall,
fraternity and sorority house,
plastic folders In whichIDcards
and validation slips can be
carried. Harold Wassink, assistant registrar, said.
Mr. Wassink also said either
the carbon copy of fee payment
slip, or the heavy paper tab may
be used a proof of fee payment.
Duplicate copies can be obtained
at the Bursar's Office.
Commuters may pick up a
plastic case at the registrar's
office, Mr. Wassink said.

SHORTLY AFTER the Navy recruiters set up
their booth in University Hall yesterday, a
display was set up beside them sponsored by
Students for a Democratic Society. Charles
Tabaslco, SDS treasurer sitting at the table,
said the purpose of the display is to make
materials available to students concerning alternatives to military participation. Tabasko

said that whenever a military recruiter is on
campus in the future, SDS will sponsor a similar display. (The SDS display was later moved
about 40 feet away from the recruiter's display
because of a fire regulation.) The Navy recruiters will be in University Hall through
tomorrow. (Photo by Mike Kuhlin.)
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Placement Interviews

Professor Helps
Prepare Budget
Dr. Horton originally from Mt.
By TOM SHUMAKER
Gilead, received his bachelor's
Staff Writer
A University professor of eco- degree in Education in 1926 from
Ohio State University. In 1927 he
nomics had a hand in writing the
annual National liudget Statement. earned his Master's degree in
Dr. Donald C. Horton, professor economics from Ohio State Uniof economics, who joined the staff versity. He received his PhJD
in 1933 from the University of
of that department this semester
after 32 years in the Federal Michigan.
In speaking of his experiences
service, still serves as a consultant for the Bureau of the Bud- in Washington, he said, "Many
get report, which President John- people think that the departments
son sent to Congress on January such as the Bureau of the Budget are politically oriented, but
20.
During the Christmas break. this is not true. The purpose of
Dr. Horton returned to Washing- these departments is to serve
ton D.C. to help prepare and write the President.
"The people working in these
portions of the President's speech
departments
arc the same, exon the financial situation of the
cept for the director, after each
country.
Dr. Horton, who entered the election. In the Bureau, one of
Federal service in 1934, worked my jobs was to give advice to
two years in the Office of Re- the Secretary of Agriculture, the
President, or whoever else asked
search and Commerce until 193().
He then worked for the Bureau for it.
of Agriculture Economy until 1949
when lie switched to the B.ureau Directors Set
of the Budget as a fiscal economist, where he remained until Play Tryouts
coming to Bowling (;reen in 19fi<>.
Tryouts for the next two plays
Asa fiscal economist, Dr. Horton was one of the half-dozen of the season will be held jointly
men who worked on special pro- at 7 p.m. tomorrow in 105 Hanna
jects concerning long-range gov- Hall. Call-backs will be held the
following evening.
ernment economic policies.
The plays are Clifford Odet's
Some of the assignments Dr.
"The
Country Girl," and Henrik
Horton worked on include: the
The
Tennessee Valley Authority, Re- Ibsen's "lledda Clabler."
serve Bond Financing, farm price former is to be directed by Linda
supports, reclamation ami irriga- Sutliff, graduate student and the
tion projects, and on matters of latter will be directed by Or.
agricultural and natural resources Robert Findlay.
"The Country Girl" is one of
policy.
Odets'
best known works. The
Dr. Horton was the executive
secretary for the President's Task 5-string Banjo lessons.elenu'ntary
Force on Agricultural Policy in consisting of two parts for women
19'>4. He was responsible for writ- and six for men. All are large
ing the agenda for the task force, enough to permit full character
informing the President of find- development.
Dates of performances are April
ings, and keeping things railing
7
through 9, and rehearsals will
smoothly.
begin immediately.

DEADLINES: 5 p.m. Friday lor
Tuesday's paper, 5 p.m. Monday
lor Wednesday's paper, 5 p.m.
Tuesday lor
Thursday's paper,
5 p.m. Wednesday lor Friday's
paper.
RATES:
32c per line, 2 lines
minimum, average 5 words per
line.
SEND COPY lo Classified Depl.,
B-G News, 106 University Hall.

FOR SALE OR REN I'
1963 VW convertible. 20.000 miles.
Call 352-5151.
Apartment for Rent. Immediately.
South Enterprise. Call 352-9723.
Room for rent for second semester. 352-5265 (day) and 352-5184
after 6 p.m.
BUSINESS AND PERSONAL
Lynne. Happy Valentine's Dayl
Will do baby sitting.Call 352-3844.
Students with home addresses in
the area of Toledo, Bryan, Fremont, Upper Sandusky, and Defiance. May now apply for part
time employment. Write to P.O.
Box 512, Reynoldsburg, Ohio.
5- string Banjo Lessons. Elementary Banjo; Scruggs Style (Bluegrass Method); Southern Style
(Clawhammer or Frailing); contact Bill Neff, Rm. 19, Newman
Foundation.
Give your pennies to give them
Hope...this Friday, Grand Ballroom, 6 p.m. to 1 a.m.
Death of Man or Death of Cod --

which will Hamilton and Braaten
advocate?

Dr. Donald C. Horton

Student Serves
As Viet Reporter
Alexander Jack, a senior at
Oberlin College, arrived in London
last Friday on his way to Viet Nam
to cover the war for about 35
college newspapers.
Jack Is being sponsored by the
students of Oberlin College, and
is making the trip with Dalton
Shipway, a Boston University graduate student.
This project is the first of its
type in the country. The 35 papers
banded together to support a war
correspondent on a pooled dispatch
basis.
When the pair reaches Saigon
they will join Howard Moffet of
the Collegiate Press Service, to
form a student Iwreau. Moffet is
the former editor of the Vale
Daily.

Feb. 20
Roswell Park Institute, Buffalo,
New York: biology; chemistry.
McCall Corp. Accounting; General business.
Toledo Edison Co.: accounting;
economics; general business; business administration.
Chevron Chemical Co.: sales
representative. Any degree.
Brunswick Corp.: accounting;
economics; personnel management; selling and sales management.
Timken Roller Bearing Co.: accounting; advertising; management; news writing and editing;
radio-TV; public relations; chemistry; journalism; mathematics;
physics.
Wickliffe Board of Education,
Wickcllffe, Ohio: business education; elementary education; H.P. E.
women; industrial arts; languages;
mathematics; earth science; slow
learners.
Eli Lilly Co.: accounting; Industrial management; sales with
science background; secretarial
(four years); biology; library(cataloger); mathematics.
American Oil Co.: general business; retailing; sales; business
administration.
Equitable Life Insurance: business administration; accounting;
economics.
Cleveland Trust Co.: Checkwith
Placement Office.
J.C. Penney Co.: Check with
Placement Office.
Charles Pfizer Co.: Check with
Placement Office.
* • • * *
Feb. 20 and 21
Baltimore County, Md. Schools:
business education; elementary
education; home economics; industrial arts; languages; music
science, library, special education,
i
Rike-Kumler Co.: general business; retailing; sales and sales
management.
******
Feb. 21
Hawaii Department of Education:

2 Students Win Speech Honors

Two University students placed
('are enough to give them Hope? in the final rounds of competition
See you Friday, (irand Ballroom, at the Third Annual Wayne State
University, Detroit, Forensic
ti p.m. to 1 a.m.
Tournament held last weekend.
College Men. Work twenty hours
Nancy Jean Barrett, a junior in
per week. Only Northwestern Ohio
residents need apply. Write to P. the College of Education, advanced
O, Box 512, Reynoldsburg, Ohio. to the finals in dramatic reading,
and John S. Musielewicz, also a
MARATHON HOPF IS COMINO -- junior in the College of Education,
Will you be there to show you care? was a finalist in extemporaneous
speaking. Miss Barrett won second
Be my Mike VALENTINE Miller. place and Musielewicz was the
third place winner based upon the
The Guys.
results of the final round.
Bowling Green was the only
K.A.R. - P.S. Happy Valentine's
school to have two competitors
Dayl Ditto? Love, Me.
in the finals.
PLAY SCHOOL. Mon. - Wed. Others in the Wayne State ComFri. 3-4-5 yr. olds. Phone 354petition were Susan K. Hird, a
4261.
junior In the College of Education,
Guitar instructors wanted. Male or and Richard C. Lohman, a sophofemale for folk and rock n' roll. more in the College of Education.
Must read music. Spratt Music Cen- Miss Hird placed in original manuscript, and Lohman placed in
ter, 130 E. Washington St.
dramatic reading.
Bowling Green placed fourth In
Will do baby sitting in my home,
the sweepstakes competition,
References available. 353-8981.
based upon the performances in the

Recruitement from
New Rochelle, New York
will be at the Placement Office

Feb.20 from 10:30 a.m. to 2 p.m.
to interview candidates for teachinh positions —
secondary level -- all subjects — B.A. M.A. - elementary level -- experienced only.
Salary B.A. - $5950 ♦
M.A. -S6550*
Suburban New York area. Contact Miss King,
PLACEMENT OFFICE

preliminary and final rounds. The
University of California, Berkley,
was the winner.
Dr. Lois A. Cheney, assistant
professor of speech, and Clarence
I alis, a graduate student, coached
the competitors in dramatic
reading, while original manuscript
and extemporaneous speaking contestants were coached by graduate
students Mary Jo Rudd and Don
Carl Spllttorf.

elementary education; art; business education; music; home economics; language; mathematics;
social studies; H.P.E. women; Industrial arts; special education;
librarians; psychological.
Kellogg Co.: general business;
industrial management; business
administration; chemistry; mathematics.
Pure OH Co.: marketing; sales
and business management; economics; business administration.
Washington Local Board of Education, Toledo, Ohio: art; business education" elementary education; industrial arts; languages;
library; science; special education.
Greece Central School, Rochester, N.Y.: Check with Placement Office.
National Cash Register Co.: accounting; business statistics; economics; finance and banking; general business, business administration.
Caterpillar Tractor Co.: accounting; advertising; business
statistics;
economics; finance;
general business; personnel management; journalism; English.
The Budd Co.: accounting, bus
lness statistics; economics; general business; industrial management; business administration.
John Deere & Co/ accounting;
business statistics; economics;
general business; industrial management; business administration;
math.
Procter & Gamble Co/ accounting; finance.
Price Waterhouse: accounting
Pure Oil Co/ sales only.
Kellogg Co/ Check with Placement Office.

Far from
stereotyped
but close to graduation?
The man from Ford Motor
Company would like to talk
to you if you have a yen to
join the people who come up
with better ideas in almost
everything from automotive
marketing to steel-making
to basic research.
Whatever your major—arts,
science or business—if you
want to work on a better idea
learn, we may have a place
you'll like at Ford Motor
Company.
Call your placement office
right now for an appointment.

Dates of visitation:
February 22, 23, 1967
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Swimmers Swamp
Notre Dame, WMU
By TOM WILLIAMS
Sports Writer
Bowling Green swimmers extended their winning streak to five,
over the weekend by beating Notre
Dame 60 1/2 - 43 1/2 and Western
Michigan 56-48.
The Western Michigan win Saturday was especially gratifying as
it was the first time the Broncos
had lost in their own pool in four
years. It was also the Falcons'
first MAC win against one loss.
The big gun for Howling Green
against Western was Duane Jastremski, who swam on both winning relays and won the 100- yard
freestyle.
Howling Green started off quick
with Paul Smith, Ron Wood, Sandy
Kennedy, and Jastremskl winning
the medley relay in 3:49.6. Doug
Rice then won the 1,000 yard
medley with Bill Swanson being
touched out for second.
The 200 yard and 50 yard freestyle events went to Western, with
John Lindahl and Ted Win taking
2-3 in the 210 and Jim Lehman
taking second in the 50
The 200- yard individual medley
saw Pat Duthie and Mike Schoenhals taking 2-3 behind Western's
Ron Klassen. Duthie, who had
been sick all week, swam a strong
race against Western's entry, who
has the fastest time in the conference this year.
Ron Zwierlein and John Ollila
took 2-3 in the diving, but Western
swept 1-2 in the butterfly. BG
came back with 1-2 in the 100yard freestyle, with Jastremskl
winning In the excellent time of
49.7. Jim Lehman was second.
Western swept the backstroke
and took 1-3 in the 500, with Doug

nn
Doug Rice

Ron Wood

mm F^l
Pot Duthie

John Lindahl

nn

Co-captain Doug Rice had his
finest meet, winning both the 1,000
and 500.
His time of 11:10.2
was the fastest time in the M.A.C.
this year, and 27 seconds faster
than his previous best.
The medley relay of Smith,
Wood Kennedy and Jastremski
took first, as did Jim Lehman
in the 50 and Ron Zwierlein in
the diving.
Senior Ron Wood, who has been
beaten in the 200 yard breaststroke only once in four years of
varsity and freshman competition,
extended his streak by coasting to
a first in his specialty in 2:22.3.
Second place finishes were
picked up by Lindahl in the 200,
Mike Schoenhals in the Individual
medley, Jastremski in the 100,
and Smith in the 200 backstroke.

I

Duane
Jastremskl

Jim Lehmann

THESE ARE some of the top
swimmers
for
Coach
Tom
Stubbs" 1966-67 team.

Rice being edged out for first.
With two events left, Bowling
Green needed to win both, and Ron
Wood did just that in the 200yard breastroke, posting a 2:21.7.
Tom Williams completed the sweep
by placing second. This left the
meet up to the freestyle relay and
the team if Lindahl, Jastremskl,
Witt and Lehman was never behind.
The night before, the Falcons
downed a tough Notre Dame team.

IM Notes

Bowling Green was never in any
real danger withthe Fighting Irish,
and even pulled Jastremskl and
Lehman out of the freestyle relay.
Next home meet for the highflying swimmers is at home Saturday with Kent. It's also Parent's
Day and one of the high points of the
swimming year.

Record Slips To 8-5

OSU, Rockets Trip
Falcon Wrestlers
By GARY DAVIS
Sports Writer

Emerging from a somewhat disapponting weekend, Coach Bruce
Bellard's Falcon matmen are preparing for the upcoming MidAmerican clash with Kent State.
Following Friday's 18-16 loss to Toledo, the wrestlers were
handed a 18-9 setback by Ohio State in Anderson *rena on Saturday.
The crowd on hand saw only three Falcons rack up victories
against the Buckeyes as all matches were decided by decisions. OSU
picked up six of the nine weight classes, including the 130 class,
as Roger Young upset Bowling Green's Ted Clark, ending his unbeaten string at 9.
To round out the dismal afternoon, Keith Clark almost sustained
a serious injury in his heavyweight match with State's Paul Hudson.
Actually all was not lost in the seemingly easy victory by Ohio
State.
Howling Green moved to a 9-9 tie as the teams entered
the final three matches.
Three successive wins in these divisions, however, overshadowed
an earlier pair of impressive Falcon victories by Joe Krisko (152)
and Dan Ternes (160). Joe clipped Chris Bun 10-5, while Dan
bounced Paul Moore 10-2.
The Krisko-Ternes pair have upped their individual marks to
10-3 and 9-3-1 respectively.
The only other Falcon victory came in the 123 pound class as Bill
Burkle got the squad off to an early lead, blanking John Hussey
6-0. He gave BG a 3-0 lead and upped his personal mark to 6-1.
A pair of losses by Hill Smith (137) and Warren Hartman (145)
saw OSU erase the Falcon margin and move in front. Bill was
spilled in a'tight 8-b Jecision, while Hartman suffered a 4-2 loss.
Ohio State, coming off a win over Purdue, racked up three convincing victories in the match to insure the win and set their record
at 6-3. Young toppled Clark 15-6, NCAA champion Dave Reinbolt
(167) remained undefeated with an impressive 14-6 win over George
Ross, and Ed commings (177) won via an 11-3 decision over Ron
Hollo.
Bowling Green rests at 8-5 following the weekend action, while
continuing to prepare for the MAC champions hips. The Falcons
will be out to successfully defend their title.

76'ers To Stay
In First, Says
Coach Hannum
PHILADELPHIA
(AP)-- Although the Philadelphia 76-era'
Eastern Division lead in the Na
tional Basketball Association has
dwindled to five and one- half games
over onrushing Boston, Philadelphia coach Alex Hannum Is
confident his team can remain in
first place.
Hannum points out that the
76-ers' play only five of their
last 19 games at home. But he
adds:
"We have a great team and can do
the job."

I

Ron Carrol captured two more all-campus IM championships prior
to semester break, as he defeated Brian Scott 21-15 and 22-20 to
take his second table tennis title.
Carrol and Scott will represent Bowling Green in a later regional
tournament.
Carrol's second title was the first all campus handball singles
tourney. Ron defeated John Kilmer 21-15 and 21-12. Earlier in
the semester, Carrol won the all-campus badminton championship.

ALPHA SIGS

Entries are now available for the table tennis tournament and co-ed
bowling tournament. Entries may be obtained from fraternity and
dormitory athletic chairmen, or from the IM office, 200 Men's Gym.
Women may obtain bowling entries from dormitory heac residents
and sorority directors.
Entries are due today in the iM office.
The BG volleyball club made a good showing in the Ohio Intercollegiate tournament conducted at Ohio State University, Feb. 4.
Led by Dave Rosland, the team finished in the runnerup spot behind OSU. Other competing schools included Akron, Capital, Oberlin and Wittenburg universities.
Members of the squad were Rosland, Dick Waggoner, Chet Boyer,
Dave Cranmer, Rich Cooley, Dave Schwemer and Mike Baumhawe.
Those students interested in joining the volleyball club should contact Maury Sandy in the IM office.
Also, the all campus table tournament doubles competition begins
at 7 p.m. Feb. 20 in Harshman A and B recreation rooms.
Entries are due today for the tournament. Forms which can be
obtained from fraternity or dormitory respresentatives or at the
intramural office, must be turned in by 4 p.m. to the IM office.

Study in
Guadalajara, Mexico
The Guadalajara Summer Scl ool, a
fully accredited University of Arizona
program, conducted in cooperation
with professors from Stanford University, University of California, and
Guadalajara, will offer July 3 to August 1?, art, folklore, geography, history, language and literature courses.
Tuition, board and room is S?9C
Write 1'iof. Juan B Rael, P.O Box
7777. Stanford, California 94305

SAY:
We Won't
ONE OF the all-time great runners in the history of Bowling
Green, Henry Williams, may be
i neligible for competition
this season. Williams has run into some academic problems
which he has as yet been unable to straighten out. Check
Thursday's B-G News for
POSITIVELY ENDS TUESDAY
further coverage.

Pi Kappa Alpha
SEZ
GO PIKE

Re-Dribble

CLA-ZEL
THEATRE
Bowling Green

THE PICTURE THAT WILL
MAKE YOU FORGET

VIRGINIA W00LF

^

ALFiE
(RECOMMENDED FOR MATURE AUDIENCES)

MICHAEL CA1NE ■ ALF1E

^^
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Valentine Wishes
Sell For A Song
Hy ROSI-.MARY KO\ACS
Feature I iittor
I his Valentine's Day, strive for
the unusual, beckon the advertise
Hunts. So the members of Sigma
Alpha lota, women's music
sorority, did.
Instead of singing telegrams,
they're going to be selling singing
valentines.
If you want a tender tune or
s.n . astir son] -.mi to that someone special or no one in particular,
ii will cost only IS., a pii
I hey may IK purchased from
I p.m. to 5 p.m. tola', IntheMusic
I . lobby.
I In sorority members will turn
into wandering minstrels as they
P' rform i IK songs between6and in
tciiii In.
I here will IK
hol i of nearly
is original compositions and a
choice of having it sung to the
recipient in person or by telephone.
The sorority members may be
hired for duets, trios, orquartets,
according to president Janet
Strayer. "Ii will be a capella
unless someone brings alone, a
clarinet or oboe--no one plays
guitar," she said.
"We've had 4.'i orders so far,"
Miss Strayer reported yesterday.
I he money will be donated to a
fund for American composers and
their music endeavors. Miss
Strayer said.
"Students especially like the
songs we made to be sung to the
tunes of 'Mother' anil 'I et Mi I ill
•> on Sweel heart.
I he one sung to the tune of
"mother" goes like this:
V is for the Vampire I was
pinned lo.

The annual business meeting of
the Faculty Club will be held at
7 30 Friday evening In the Dogwood Suite of the Union. Some very
important issues are to be discussed and all members are urged
to attend, according to Robert E.
McKay, president of the club.
» • *
Phi Beta Lam'xla will hold its
first meeting of this semester at
6 30 Thursday evening in the Wayne
Room of the Union.
» • *
Tryouts for WBGU-FM broadcasters will be held from 4 p.m.

to 5 p.m. Thursday and Friday in
413 South Hall.
• • •
The Society for the Advancement
of Management will present a talk
by a materials handling expert and
industrial engineering consultant at
7 p.m. Thursday in the Ohio Suite
of the Union. He will discuss the
effective planning and use of industrial facilities.
» * *
There will be a lecture-demonstration by ballet dancer Oleg Briansky at 8:30 tonight in the Grand
Ballroom oftheUnion.

Professional Careers in Cartography
CIVILIAN FV1PLOYMFNT with the U. S. AIR FORCE
CRtAlINO AtROSPACt PRODUCTS
Minimum 120 semester houts college credit including 5 hours
college level math. The required math must include at least 2
of the following: college algebra, trigonometry, analytic geometry, differential calculus, Integral calculus, or any course for
which any of these is a prerequisite. Equivalent experience
acceptable. Training program. Openings for men and women.
Application and further information forwarded on request.
WRITE: College Relations (ACPCR)
Hq Aeronautical Chart & Information Center.
8900 S. Broadway, St. Louis. Missouri 63125
An equal opportunity employe'

HOLDING HER original composition, Elaine Csomos, senior in
the College of Education, will be singing Valentines today
along with other members of Sigma Alpha lota. Coaching Elaine
are Janet Strayer, and Carol Cooper seniors in the College of
Education. Photo by Mike Kuhlin

A is for the aches and pains I
gained,
I is for i hi' lips thai were protruding,
I is for the evil in your game,
N is for the night mans that you
gave ine.
I is for the terror of each date.
Put it .ill together il spells
Va lent-short for valentine.
Or I here's the Sigma Alpha lota's

version of "I et meCall YouSweethi ill:

Let me call you Valentine,
That's the thing to do.
Let me hear you whisper,
That the answers are true,
My prof is getting on me.
And the draft is calling, too.
Let me hear you whisper,
That You'll get me through.
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No longer a child...Not yet a woman.
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Summer in the city
Or spring in the suburbs
. . . here is a suit that
enjoys warmer climates
with cool abandon. De
signed by Seaton Hall in
a refreshing print, with
our favorite jacket and
wonderful "A "line skirt.
100% rayon. $22

THE
POWDER PUFF

BEST FOREIGN
FILM OF YEAR
FEDER;CO

FELLINIS

525 Ridge St.

Seaton Hall
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ORCHESIS..Jhey Live To Dance...

'TO THOSE of us with real understanding, dancing is the only

mm

pure ort form!" (Snoopy of Peanuts)

4ft*

/
"DANCING IS practice with body and soul..." Senior Jean Prentiss practices one of modern dancing's forms.

SNOOPY, THE lop-eared character out of Peanuts, and Orchesis
have something in common--they both "live to dance." Orchesis,
a Greek term meaning dance, is the University's modern dance
club and is open to anyone interested. At present the 17 members
(including 3 men) are rehearsing for their dance concert which
will be held March 3 and 4. The club meets Thursday nights and
is advised by professional dancer Mrs. Margit Heskitt, HPE
instructor (with drum).

"DANCING IS the loftiest, the most moving, the most beautiful
of the grts..." Senior Jennifer Lowe in reflection oose.

"DANCING IN all its forms cannot be excluded
from th* curriculum of all noble education..."

"On with the dance, let joy be
unconfined..."

(Photos by Tim Culek
and Rosemary Kovacs
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"The University hah lo conic lo lernis with the
world of reality."—Ronald Reu^nn

OPEN FOR COMMENT

Selling A Good Product
By MIKE KUHLIN
Columnist
1 here will be some salesmen on
campus the next two weeks selling
a product--a good one at that. In
fact, some sales ladies have been
selling the same product for almost
two weeks now; with the payoff next
Saturday.

sororities have separate housing
Anyone completing a pledging pro-|
units provides for better accom- gram will agree this period
modations and meala.
fraternity life is a learning process
in house and fraternity procedures]

Fraternity and sorority rush is in
progress.
The Creek system has grown in
number the past hundred years,
despite the s kept is ism of "antiGreeks."
What do men and women find in
the fraternity system to make them
attend rush parties over a two-week
period , go through the ordeal of
selecting the right house to pledge,
pledging and going active?

The question after a student has
It is a time when fraternities and
participated In rush, however, is
usually not whether to join the sororities may present their way o|
fraternity system, but which house life to a group interested
affiliating with the system.
to pledge.
Listen to the "salespitch" care-j
fully---it Is worth it.
Each house, during rush, will
present its program and advantages
of pledging its particular house.
The News welcomes letters 5
Once the rushee has made his de:;to the editor. Letters should'.:
cision to pledge, he is placed In a
j:be typewritten and signed by;'
program designed to learn about the
/the oothor and carry his type-:;
house, his national fraternity and the
;:written
name, address ond;
/phone number.
entire Greek system.

No one answer can be proposed
for this question. Yet. over 600
students on campus have decided
to take a look at fraternity and
sorority life, realizing they will have
to answer this question for themselves before joining a Greek organization.
The men and women that register
for rush must feel fraternities have
something to offer; remembering
that the system is voluntary.

Ho-'s Invitation

There are many other advantages
that can be included in the "pitch"
and the rushee will hear them all
before deciding whether to goGreek
or not.

As in business, starting from the
bottom of the organization and
working up, the pledge is learning
a trade to become active in fraternity
or sorority affairs.

Rush isnotatimewhen"freshmen
and sophomore men going througlj
Greek rush had best observe ar
emergency 'snow' warning for tr,
next two weeks," as referred t<j
recently.

•; As many letters as possible:]
••will be published within thej
/limits of space, good taste;:
>and laws of libel. The News;
/reserves
the right to edit;:
^letters more than 30C words:;
/ in length.
;I

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

'Marathon For Hope'

Like any salesman selling a product, advantages are pointed out in
President Lyndon B. Johnson has apparently been invited to Hanoi, a salespitch. Rush is the opportunity
North Vietnam, by President Ho Chi Minh.
for fraternities to do some selling.
We urge the president to go himself or send a top level representative
Certain aspects brought out during
of his Administration to the war-torn country.
rush cannot be denied. The fact that
United Press International reported Saturday that Radio Hanoi broad- fraternity grades are always higher
casted that Ho had invited Johnson to come to North Vietnam and discuss than the all men's or women's
On Feb. 17, from 6 p.m. to 1a.m.
peace withoul "a gun at his hip."
campus average is perhaps the most in the Grand Rallroom of the Union
The broadcast said Ho made a similar offer last month through three important.
there will be a presentation of
clergymen who had visited Hanoi.
"Marathon for Hope".
One of the clergymen. Abraham Feinberg of Toronto, told newsmen
in London Jan. 23 that Ho told him: "Let Johnson come with his wife and
A fraternity provides a broader
All the money contributed that
daughters, his secretary, his doctor, his cook, but let him not come with
range of social activities which are night will be given to the hospital
a gun on his hip."
denied the independent student be- ship. S.S. Hope. Standing for Health
It appears a concrete offer has been made yet the White House has
cause of little of no organization. Opportunity for People Everywhere,
remained silent on the Communist broadcast.
Greek organizations are cohesive the ship travels to those in need of
Recently, the barrier excluding Americans from Hanoi suffered a
groups working and developing to.- medical aid and training.
signigicant breakthrough when Harrison Sa His bury of theNewYork Times
The staff of the ship is madeupof
spent two weeks in North Vietnam and was allowed to freely report gether for a common interest.
American doctors, nurses and
back his findings and observations.
technicians who volunteer their
Sallisbury, a Pulitzer Prize-winning journalist, reported backthatU.S.
The tendency seems towards
bombing raids had made little or no difference in the war effort. He fraternity men and women as being services in order to attain these
advocates a secret peace agreement between Washington and Hanoi. the "leaders" in campus or- goals.
The reason for secrecy, Sallisbury says, is that China wants the war ganizations.
Because project HOPE is strictly
to continue as part of its "worldwide cultural revolution" and would
a volunteer organization, it must
sabotage any open agreement.
rely on the people of the United
There is a case for secret negotations but there is a stronger case
Many worthwhile projects, con- States to furnishthenecessaryfunds
for the "unlimited" pursuit of peace which President Johnson claims
tests and events are sponsored by in order to but the needed medical
the U.S. is undertaking.
If Washington refuses to accept Ho's invitation to visit and talk, it can either the entire fraternity system supplies.
or individual houses.
hardly continue to claim an unlimited pursuit of peace.
Here at the university it is easily
And, the fact that fraternities and forgotten that we as students are also
The President has been invited. He should accept.

Needs Student Help

OBSERVER'S NOTEBOOK

Quarter Controversy Is Solved
By LARRY FULLERTON
Columnist

Within the last week, it has become apparent that President Jerome
and the faculty have submitted to the wishes of His Royal.. I mean
Chancellor Millett, and have taken the steps necessary to put the quarter
system into effect here by the fall of 1968.
Most students don't really care one way or the other, although a small
plurality did approve the quarter system in a referendum last December.
The faculty, while not overjoyed at the prospect, seems willing to
accept the fact that it doesn't have the final authority in some areas
(especially when Dr. Millett
threatens to use budgetary pressure to
force the change.)
The administration really managed to come out ahead in this crisis
(something rare in these days of student unrest).
With quite a bit of foresight on the part of some public relations-minded
people (sorry about that. Dr. Alden), the administration managed to
avoid taking a definite stand on the issue and successfully play both ends
against the middle. Now they can say (perhaps truthfully) that they were
in favor of the quarter system all along.
In all the furor that developed from a simple little power take over by
Millett, one system was totally Ignored and it's too bad, because this
calendar plan was probably the simplest (hence, the best) of all.
With the semester system, you go through a series of pre-determined
headaches and obstacle courses twice a year. With the quarter system,
this jumps to a three-a year ordeal. And with the tri-mester system,
who knows how many t.' nes you miy have to suffer, because nobody has
yet explained intelligently exactly what the hell this involves.

an integral part of the Americq
people.
We are easily concerned with t.f|
more obvious problems but It
harder for us to focus on one shJ
that is trying to reach so mar|
countries.
Today with the American imajl
being critically observed by all,. [
project such as the hospital sh|
Hope must stay alive.
For not only does it bring su<|
tangible aids as medicine medial
services and technical training b|
also leaves behind the image
Americans as responsibl|
neighbors.
In a university of 11.000student!
50 cents from each student, or wh
amounts to five cups of coffee, cou[
buy enough penicillin to save tlj
lives of 17,0
children. Plea.'l
come and give your share.
Kathy Maike, Tom Penderga]
Co-chairmr- '--»«arathonHoj|

Will This ■
Be Printed?

No I'm afraid the King missed the boat when he pushed lor quarters.
Concerning your recent artiq
By far, the little-used (it's a discrimminated- against minority) "mester on the upcoming Greek Snow-jo!
system" is the best for all concerned.
Mr. Hartman, I have a few que
Instead of having two semesters or three quarters or tri-mesters, tions to ask.
there is just one 30-week mester in this system. Used successfully
1. Will you see to it that tk
at many outstanding institutions in the same parts of the country, this
is printed?
system simplifies the whole process of obtaining a degree.
2. When is the newspaper go
But...let me give you some examples of what I mean.
to stop presenting a one-sid<
First, and probably most important, students would only have to
account of the fraternity- ind
register once a year (sorry about that, Mrs. Oren). And you'd only have
pendent situation?
to see your advisor once a year (that's still too much in some cases).
3. The next time you write
The finals week dilemma would be reduced also.
article on this topic why d _
There would only be one finals' week, so those who try to fit a whole
you use some facts that ha
course in to one week of cramming would only be disturbed once a year.
not been presented previousl'
Of course, there probably would be twice as many tests, but that would
Restatement of past articl
benefit the student who says he'll "do better on the next test" because
fills up space on your edito
there would be twice as many "next tests."
lal page but does not chani
And since mid-terms would only come out once, the number of excuses
opinions.
used to explain low grades would have a longer life.
4. You speak with such authori
I'm sure we could find some benefits for the faculty also, although
I'm wondering if you will t
to many it wouldn't make much difference, since they seem to give the
me
how you come by
You can't receive this by bei
same lectures over and over again anyway.
Yes, I think King Millett made a big mistake when he ignored the
on the outside looking in. Y
mester system.
mast surely have a crys
But then, I'm just a faceless peasant, one of thousands of numbers
ball!
punched on an IBM card...
GaryC. R^
216 Kreischc
Right. Big Daddy? ??? ?
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The U.S. Stake In Asia

X
'•'•
:•;•

Cool, Man, And We Don't Like It
It seems that with the rising
cost of college, the students could
expect the bare essentials of living.
The item we happen to be talking
about Is heat. It seems there is
so much used in the rooms above
us that by the time it reaches first
floor it has cooled down considerably.

when you are studying and your
The rooms are either walk In food
counselorcomes in and mistakes you lockers or personal steam roomsfor a lost Sherpa mountain climber, depending entirely on the weather.
it is time to worryl
Judy Behm 101
Sylvia Claypool 101
Then with a burst of warmth,
Sherry Wlnterman 104
spring comes in and heat flows from
Anne Fennell 112
the radiators. Then the room beBethHitts 111
Carol Harson 103
comes a steam room which is
practical only for H.P.E. majors.So
Valrie Wilson 108
Yes, living on first floor has many you see first floor is very unique.
Harshman C residents
distinct advantages. The rooms are
always cool in winter and warm In
summer, even without year "round
gas airconditlonlngll
In terms of responsibility, besides performing all of the
contract audits for the Department of Defense, we audit
Another advantage is that you do
for the Peace Corps, Atomic Energy Commission, National
not find yourself running to get ice
Aeronautics and Space Administration, and other Federal
for a cold beverage, just set the
agencies--over half of the federal budget. In terms of
beverage on the floor and It will
quality, we use the latest advanced techniques including
quickly cool to room temperature.
audit through ADP systems, statistical sampling, and
graphic and computational analyses. We're large enough
to offer excellent career opportunities with advancement
Of course. If it gets too cold in
to top managerial and executive positions, yet small enough
the room, the window can be opened
to watch each individual make his mark.
to let in some warmer air. If this is
done though, care must be taken so
We'll be on campus February 16, 1967
that the window does not freeze open.
See your Placement Director

And it may not be too much
The success of last week's nationelections in South Viet Nam to say that Red China's setbacks
[>wed in remarkable fashion that helped to encourage North Korea
U.S.'s determined moves there to proclaim its own path of in
Ire accomplished far more than dependent Communism. Like others
lilltary standoff of the Commun- -- and perhaps more than others -Asians favor the side of the winThey have not only stiffened the' ner, and. says Thailand's Nation|rit of the SouthVietnamesebut-- al Development Minister Pote Sarat is less noticed in the national asin, "Everyone is now convinced
[■occupation with the war -- they that the future does not He with
fe created a new atmosphere of the Communists."
and confidence throughout
Sleeping in the cold room is not
la's southern crescent of nations, (Reprinted from Time, The Weekly quite so bad as trying to study in It.
[ring up and strengthening Red Newsmagazine, Sept. 23, 1966 Blankets can always be piled on the
Ina's fearful neighbors from issue.)
bed to keep the sleeper warm, but,
klstan and India to Japan and
|th Korea.
this new atmosphere, usually
little direct action by the U.S.
ather astonishing series of translations has taken place.
the change consists of a quickng of national pride, a new solly of national spirit, a sense
lutonomy and freedom.
iver since the Communist siege
jpleiku in February, 1965 gal|ized the U.S. into action in the
and an ensuing buildup on the
lund, the nations of the crescent
|e stood up and gone their own
with a new assurance that
nese Communism need not be
battering wave of the future.
[here is no longer much talk
fhe "domino theory," which held
the fall of Viet Nam would
followed in quick succession
the fall of other nations in
Larea, precisely because no one
longer talks seriously of the
of Viet Nam - or feels like
bmino.
the Philippines and South Korea,
Ugh expectable American allies,
le both shown their confidence
lu.S. determination by sending
pps to Viet Nam. Thailand has
en the use of airbases to the
while moving vigorously, with
erican help, to counter Comhlst insurgency in its troubled
theastern provinces.
It the other extreme, Indonesia,
klong ago Peking's most belligInt camp follower, has turned
Its own Communist Party, ousted
|rom influence and well- nigh anlated it. This, in turn, has led
khe end of the Indonesian-Malaan confrontation that for so long
.that part of Asia tense.
|urma's neutralist strongman Ne
whose nation shares 1,200
|es of border with Red China,
secure enough to take a 2I- month trip abroad -• Including
lislt to the U.S. that he hardly
[ild have considered making a
"months ago.
)aving bitterly broken away from
ays la a year ago and first set
|_pn a violently anti-American,
-Peking trajectory. Singapore's
Kuan Yew, himself a Chinese,
lately warmed up to Malaysia
|«now openly praises America's
At Ford Motor Company we're always breaking
In Viet Nam. Faced by the
molds ... when we find a better way to accomplish
Dphobic madness of the Red
our
objectives. If you like the idea of finding better
Irdi, whose actions sent a cold
ways,
want to apply your imagination to the sort of
>er running through, Japan Is
nlng to contemplate a future
problems that haven't even been faced till now—
vhlch Tokyo rather than Peking
you might be our kind of man!
emerge as the most importYou know, of course, we build cars and trucks
IAsian capital. Even Prince Sland
tractors. But did you know we're also the nation's
buk's Cambodia, which not so
third largest producer of glass, a leading manufaclong ago was trailing along
[r Peking, is now eyeing a safer
turer of steel and paint? Our subsidiaries include a
on the fence.

BIGNESS IS RELATIVE

or write

THE DEFENSE CONTRACT AUDIT AGENCY, DEPT. A
536 South Clark Street
Chicago, Illinois 60605
An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F

A belter idea
never came out of a mold.
credit company, a leasing company and an insurance company . . , and we're even working on a
special electric car project.
Whatever your interests, see our representative
when he visits your campus.
(Or write: College Recruit-,
ing Dept.Ford MotorCo.,
Dearborn, Mich.) He's
always looking for better
The. American Rd.. Dearborn, Mich.
An Equal Opportunity Employer
people with better ideas.
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leers Edge
OWU, 15-1
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Scholler Blasts
| Marshall, Lodges
Formal Protest

w

rrw
i rum ic (AP)
nix -.. Charges
rhnrops that the home Towd at Marshall
Ma
COLUMBUS
University basketball games in Huntington, West . irglnia, "intimidates the officials" is expected to result in an investigation by
the Mid-American Conference.
The charges were fired by Bowling Green Coach Warren (Porky)
Scholler Saturday night after Marshall defeated the Falcons 89-85.
MAC Commissioner Bob James said today, "No comment." But
a conference spokesman said the commissioner will look into the
situation.
An infuriated Scholler leveled his charge at the officials, declaring "They took this one away from us."
Howling Green led by 13 points with less than ten minutes to play.
The sports editor of the Huntington Advertiser, Ernie Salvatore.
described the contest as "A physically fierce encounter which
often had Scholler scrambling off the bench to protest various
officiating decisions."
The Thundering Herd won the game on the foul line sinking 27
of 36 while the Falcons were making 15 of 18.
This was the second straight Saturday that Marshall was involved
in an altercation.
When the Herd handed Toledo its first loss of the season Feb. 4,
the game was marred by a fist fight in the final minutes Involving
players and fans who streamed out of the stands.
Officials from Toledo and Marshall blamed each other for the
ruckus that took five minutes to quell and resulted in one Rocket
player being knocked unconscious.
Scholler asserted that the home crowd "Intimidates the officials.
They are afriad to call things...it takes a real man to work there."
Scholler also charged Marshall with playing "dirty basketball."
He accused George Stone, In particular, Marshall's 6-7 junior
who leads the MAC in scoring.
The BG coach charged Stone with "intimidating" Falcon scoring
ace Walt Platkowski, husky 6-8 junior.
Stone, according to Scholler, "was kicking, tripping and punching"
Piatkowski and, "Walt was scared to death."
Earlier in the season, Ohio University also staged a strong protest after losing to Marshall 70 to 68. The Bobcats claimed a basket
that was disallowed at the buzzer should have been counted.

periods.
an unassisted tally.
By TIM CHURCHILL
Gilinson tied it up at 6:13 of the
Nyitray set up John Aikin for
Assistant Sports Editor
opening period, with Allen getting
Who says that 13 is an unlucky an easy goal at '7 53, tnd the
the assist. One minute later, Allen
rout was on. Nyitray and BID
number?
put the Falcons ahead to stay on
Surely not the Howling Green
Mullen scored within the next one
hockey team, for In Sunday's game
and a half minutes to give the
with Ohio Wesleyan, the Falcons
Falcons a 5- 1 lead after the first
combined to set 13 individual and
period.
team records en route to an easy
Four different players scored
15- I romp over OWL'.
for HG in the second period, with
Nine team records, including
Pick Waring starting the parade
five single game marks, fell in
at 4:56 as Aikin got the assist.
the route. The IS goals scored
Aikin stole the puck and fired it
easily surpassed the old record
past Rog Pollock at 13:53 to push
of 10 in one game set two seasons
ago against I- enn College, and tied
the lead to 7-1.
Allen scored twice and Gilinson
last year versus Western Reserve
netted his second goal before the
and this season in the Campus
end of the period, and BG had
Club (CC) game.
The Falcons eclipsed the prea 10-1 bulge after 40 minutes of
vious high of 12 assists In one
play.
game, with a total of 19, and also
Waring led the scorinj barrage
scored a total of 34 points, smashin the final period as he hit for
ing the 22 point barrier established
two goals and an assist.Tom Davis,
in the contest with CC.
Hill Fitch, and Mullen got the other
The Falcons attempted a total
goals of the period.
of 56 shots, surpassing the 55
Pollock finished the game with
attempts in the Campus Club game.
41 saves, while Simonds had eight,
A 14-point victory margin also
and Jon Booth, who played the final
Shattered the nine-point win over
period, came up with four.
Campus Club.
BAD BOY of the hockey rink
The victory gives the Falcons
P.J. Nyitray set one official, and
is P. J. Nyitray, who usually an 8-2 overall mark, and a 4-0
one unofficial, record in the game.
spends a good percentage of slate in the Midwest College
Hi assisted on five goals to
Hockey
Association. Ohio
establish a single game mark pre- every game in the penalty box.
Wesleyan slipped to 1-5 overall
Take a good look at his smile;
viously held by teammate Rick
and 1-4 in ths MCHA.
Allen. The old record was four it s rare on the ice.
assists in one game, and you
guessed it, it was set intheCampus
club game,
Nyitray's unofficial record was
his ability to escape wi'1 out a
Single penaltv, something he hasn'i
done in 13 games. He still leads
the team, along with Allen, in
penalties and minutes in penalties,
however, with 19 and 41 respectively.
Four season records and one
Bowling Green pulled away with around 6 minutes
individual career record also were
Hy TOM HINIto
go in the first half, as they ripped off a pair of
set in the game. Coals, assists,
Sports Editor
point-producing stretches of 8 and 10 consecutive
total points and shots on goal
There aren't many harder ways to lose a ball
markers. While BG piled up these 18, Marshall
marks were established in the game than the one that Howling Green tried against
contented itself with two free throws by Bob Redd.
game, besides an individual career Marshall Saturday night.
It was even basketball through most of the second
goal-scoring record.
In control for nearly the entire contest, sometimes
half, though the Falcons managed to retain the lead,
The Falcons easily smashed the by as much as 14 points, the Falcons first lost their
usually by a five to 10 point margin.
existing goals in one season mark, shooting edge, then their poise, and finally the game
Hut at 3:44. a bucket by Redd made the score 80-79
last year's team scored 54 goals, to the Big Green's determined herd, 89-85.
in favor of Marshall. It was the first time they'd held
but this season's squad has already
In the first half, the Falcons made it seem easy,
the upper hand since early in the game.
netteel 66 in two fewer games. as they scored on fast breaks and good outside
From there, a total of 15more points were scored,
On the strength of eight assists shooting to hold a 38-28 halftime margin.
but
unfortunately, 9 were added totheBigCreen side
For
Marshall
however,
the
ball
game
started
after
in the final period, the Falcons
of the scoreboard.
were able to crack the single intermission.
The loss put BG at 9-10 for the year, and 3-5 in
The Hig Green rolled up 61 points in the second
season assist mark of 71, set
Mid-American Conference action.
last season. The 1966-67 leers half, as opposed to their total of 28 in the first 20
Marshall goes to 6-2 in league play, sticking to
minutes.
now have 72 assists.
just one game behind Toledo in the race for league
BC also did better in the second half, managing
With 138totalpoints, the I a Icons
honors.
surpassed the old record of 125 47 points to 38 before halftime, but it wasn't enough
Statistics, especially those concerning the second
points, also set by last season's to stave off the Marshall rally.
half, shed an interesting light on the game.
The contest started with coach Warren Scholler's
club.
George Stone, who poured through 28 points in the
Peter Gilinson. with two goals quintet playing the role of the aggressor, which is
first match between the clubs this season, topped
in the OWU game, became the usually the kind of action Marshall likes to get into.
that total by scoring 33. And 22 of them came in the
Perennially the Hig Green are noted for their fast,
all-time goal scorer for Howling
first half.
(Ireen. He has 2:i goals, two more rather haphazard offensive style, and rather sloppy
Jim Davidson had 18 for the evening--17 after
than Steve Shuckra scored in his defensive work. They generally rely on being able
intermission. Guard Dan D'Antoni wound up with 15
two-year stay with the Falcons. to wear out opponents, and just plain outscore them.
altogether, and all but two were scored in the second
They had a hard time getting started Saturday,
The game began poorly for the
half.
Falcons, as Steve McKeever fired though, as the Falcon defense draped itself to the
For Howling Green the big man was Al Dixon, as
OWI 's first shot past Clark inside of Marshall's big men, keeping them away
the
6-9 center tossed in 25 points for one of the top
from
the
basket.
Simonds at 1:14 of the opening
games of his career.
Howling Green took the lead in the opening minute's
period. Bui Simonds buckled down
Al Hairston added 21, and Walt Piatkowski turned
after that point, and was untouch- with balanced scoring from Joe Henderson, Rich
in a total of 18 points.
able the rest of the first and second Hendrix and Al ilairston.
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Falcons Hold Lead
Until Final Seconds

Former Congressman Opposes Stadium
CINCINNATI (AP) -- Former
Congressman John Gilligan says
Cincinnati's proposed riverfront
sports stadium will --in his
words --"probably lose more
money than any sports facility
ever built."
The former Democratic City
Councilman called on the Republican-dominated Counci' to come
out with "The right figures" on

the stadium.
Gilligan says stadium backers
expect a loss of $400,000 a year,
but he says the loss will probably
be 1 1/2 million a year. This,
he says, will cost taxpayers about
100 million over tlie next 40 years.
He also says the expected football attendance of 44,000 fans a
games is based on estimates made
when Cincinnati hoped to get a

-^|

National Football League team.
The city now seeks an American
Football League franchise and he
says AFL games are drawing under
30,000 a game now.
Gilligan says the stadium's
backers are hoping the Cincinnati
Reds will draw 1 1/4 million fans
a year, but he notes that they have
averaged only 900,000 spectators
a year in the past five seasons.

i Frosh

LITTLE HEADLINES

Lion Staff
Adds fCnoxl
The Detroit Lions of the Na- I
tional Football League have named
Chuck Knox as their offensive
line coach. Knox had been an asslstant with the New York Jets of
the American Football League
since 1963.
Before that, he was an assistant t
for two seasons at the University
of Kentucky.

HAWKS IN FIRST?
The Chicago Black Hawks never
have won the regular season title
in the National Hockey League.
In 1963 and 1964, the Black HawkSi
had big leads, but lost them ancf
finished second by one point each;
year. They insist it won't happen
again.
Chicago now owns a commanding
14-point lead with 21 games re-'
maining. And coach Hilly Reay,
captain Pierre Pilote and highscoring Bobby Hull are among
those who have expressed supreme
confidence that the Black Hawks
will not fold this time.

O'DELL GETS SURGERY
The Pittsburgh Pirates havereT|
ceived some bad news. Pitcher I
Hilly O'Dell has informed thel
Pirates he is undergoing treat-1
ment for an adrenal glad conditiefcj
at a hospital in Newberry. South!
Carolina, and will not report forl
spring training until March 5, twoj
weeks late.

slip By Eastern, Meet Toiedoj

The freshmen basketball team
upped Its season record to 7-4
Saturday night with a 77-73 victory
over Eastern Michigan's junior
varsity.
Statistics give a good indication
of the type of game played by the
"Baby Birds," as they hit on 28
of 60 from the floor, good for 46
per cent.
From the free throw line.

Bowling Green hit on 21 of 36,1
for 58 percent and outrebounded|
Eastern by a 68-52 margin.
Top scorers for the frosh were
Mark Hennessey, who totalled 21,1
Adrian Zuber with 17, Wayne KrollJ
with 16, and Hugh Terrel with 12J
Tomorrow the frosh will travej
to Toledo to avenge an early season
67-62 loss.

